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Abstract
Mobile and ubiquitous computing devices are transforming the way that learners study. But most of learning contents, designed for desktop platforms, are not suitable for handheld devices. Also, some materials, irrelevant to learner’s preferences or contextual environment, may affect the learning efficiency, and also increase the communication costs. In order to provide adaptive contents based on device capabilities and learner’s experience, this paper presents a functional architecture for personalized adaptation contents. Also, it proposes some algorithms to create the adaptive and intelligent contents for learners. The learning contents created are adaptive to learner’s preference, also adaptive to contextual environment. After the evaluation on a personalized adaptive content system developed, we find that the context-aware mobile learning system can increase the learning efficiency and interest, also resolve the new-item question during adaptation.
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1. Introduction

The advances in mobile communication technologies and the rapid adoption of mobile devices with Internet capabilities make learners access the learning contents at any time, at any place, with heterogeneous mobile devices, such as hand-held PCs, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and mobile phones. These heterogeneous mobile devices are different from one to another in their screen size, memory, computing capability.

While ubiquitous devices can also complement e-Learning or traditional classroom learning, accessing e-learning contents designed for desktop platforms on a mobile device has not become as convenient as expected with mobile browser embedded in mobile device.

The problem is that most learning contents (such as standard documents, image, audio, and video) presented on a mobile device, which presentation capabilities are restrictive, may not be supported by mobile devices. Also, the mobile device may run different operation systems (Symbian, Windows Mobile, Linux) and support different markup language, such as WML, cHTML, XHTML. Hence, there is a desire to transcode the e-learning content to an adaptive format that is more suitable to be presented on the mobile devices.

There is quite a wide spectrum of implementation models for content adaptation. In regarding to the location where the adaptation is performed, W3C categorizes three types of content adaptation: server side adaptation, proxy side adaptation and client side adaptation. But due to the lack of computing power and bandwidth, the transcoding possibilities of the client side approach is very limited.

Server side approach is able to overcome the problems that the client side approach has. When a web server employs some types of device detection together with a device feature repository, it can then send optimized content to the requesting device based on its capabilities.

Proxy side adaptation is where the content is altered as it passes through one or more network components. Some network operators, for example, compress images before they are passed over the air to the mobile device.

Besides the features of mobile device, contents should also be adapted to learners’ experience and preferences. The system should recommend personalized contents by exploiting other contextual
data during learning, such as learning location, time, learners’ learning activity, educational strategy etc. At last, the Top-N personalized contents, which are adaptive to learner’s contextual data, are recommended.

Today, many adaptive recommendation systems have been applied. But current systems only consider the features from learners separately, such as device or learners profiles. Contextual data of learners are not comprehensively computed together. Also, computing multidimensional data during adaptation will increase the computation complexity and time. So it is still a challenging working to provide adaptive contents for learners based on multidimensional contextual data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss some related previous works in brief. Section 3 presents the details of the personalized adaptation system architecture for mobile learning. Section 4 and 5 give the related definitions and adaptation algorithms for adaptive system. In section 6, the performances of the personalized adaptation system are evaluated via the empirical studies on mathematics learning. Finally, this paper concludes and sketches the future research in section 7.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Related work

There is quite a wide spectrum of implementation models for content adaptation based on user’s preferences. [1] provided an algorithm to recommend Top-N contents for users based on users’ history. The recommendation systems in [2] and [3] had been developed for users when users revisit the same system with similar requirements. [4] and [5] provided personalized contents by analyzing the learning log information. In [6] and [7], colony system was adopted to achieve adaptive contents for learners. Based on an ant colony optimization algorithm, style-based and attributes-based methods help learners find an adaptive learning object more effectively.

In order to provide adaptive contents based on mobile devices, [8] proposed one method to detect the mobile device capabilities and learner’s preference. The personal social networks are used to detect the user’s calm behavior. [9] and [10] proposed adaptation content algorithms to parser the HTML contents for mobile users. The adapted HTML contents are created at last. Also, [11] proposed a tree algorithm to negotiate the original content for transcoding. SeungMin[12] proposed one adaptation scheme for QoS-aware delivery, which can adapt multimedia contents based on current user, system and network state, to meet end-to-end requirements. Some researchers, [2][13], had also adopted caching strategy, to reduce the transcoding time. When caching content stratifies with transcoding requirement, the server returns the caching contents directly. But this method also increases the storing burden of server.

Learner’s context data are also considered by [14][15][16]. These methodologies can combine the learning infrastructure (educational activity, networks, learning state, etc) to identify the interest & preference of learners and create adaptive contents for learners in a ubiquitous environment.

2.2. Device Profile

Ubiquitous mobile devices usually differ in hardware, software, and browsing capabilities. The ability of transcoding the content according to the device capability and learner’s preference and experience is regarded as context awareness[17], which includes three important aspects of context: (1) where you are; (2) who you are with; and (3) what resources are nearby.

Context awareness of mobile learner can be achieved for each learner based on device profile describing the capabilities after the adaptation system receives http request from mobile device. Composite capabilities/preferences profile (CC/PP) [18] and User Agent Profile (UAProfile) [19], developed by W3C and OMA separately, are the prevalent standards of describing the device capability. The specifications of CC/PP and UAProfile follow the standard of resource description framework (RDF), which is based on XML and has a tree structure to record the value of each feature [20].

There are millions of mobile devices existing today. In general, these device profiles are stored on the server of device manufacture. So we have to collect each profile from these device manufactures for our applications. Fortunately, Luca has defined a Wireless Universal Resource File (WURFL) [21] model to describe the features of mobile devices and browsers. In terms of adoption, WURFL is today more popular than pure UAProf or CC/PP solutions. WURFL model is an XML configuration file which contains information about capabilities and features of many mobile devices in the wireless world. Also, the repository of device in WURFL is updated everyday by contributors in the world.

3. Adaptation Contents Architecture
In our research, we divide the system into four engines: Learner Context Engine (LCE), Detector Engine (DE), Adaptive Content Delivery Engine (ACDE), and Transcoding Engine (TE). The architecture is shown in Figure 3-1. After ACDE receives the context data and features of device, it creates adaptive contents for mobile learners.

Detector Engine takes responsibility for detecting all capabilities (memory, screen size ...) using the WURFL (Wireless Universal Resource File) model to define the features of devices and mobile browsers. Please refer to [8] for details about detecting algorithms. Learner Context Engine detects the contextual information of learners, such as location, time, network performance, schedule, weather etc.

Transcoding Engine (TE) contains many different conversion engines for media, such as text, image, standard document, audio, and video. After TE parses transcoding request (XML) from adaptive content delivery engine (ACDE), it choose a conversion engine to transform contents into adaptive content and responses the transcoding result (XML) to ACDE. In our research, we adopt the OMA standard XML format for transcoding job request and job result.

ACDE is a most important component in adaptive system. It recommends the adaptive Top-N contents based on learner’s contextual data: content features, device capabilities, and learner’s preference and experience. The recommended contents are adapted to learner, also to mobile device. A big size video, for example, will not be recommended because it is impossible to display on a mobile phone.

When one of the recommended contents is accessed by a learner, ACDE judges whether it can be displayed on user’s device correctly after ACDE analyzes the features of all parts from content. If not, ACDE negotiates the content and sends a request job (contains some parts of content not displayed) to transcoding engine for adaptation. The Figure 3-2 shows one example for transcoding job request and job result.

Finally, ACDE sends the transformed parts with other parts of content embedded with the adaptive markup language to mobile learner. To mobile markup language in this research, the cHTML, WML and XHTML MP are mainly considered.

4. Related Definitions

4.1. Device Capabilities

Device capabilities contain most features of device, which is described in Formula (4-1) for device $D_i$: 

$$ D_i = (C_1, C_2, ..., C_n) $$
$$D_i = (f_{i1}, f_{i2}, f_{i3}, ..., f_{in}); \quad (4-1)$$

Where, $f_{ij}$ is one of all features of mobile device $i$; $n$ is total count of capabilities of device considered in system.

### 4.2. Contextual Data

In our research, we mainly consider 6 contextual elements in learning environment: the location, time, network performance, network type, and mobile device type. Contextual data ($E_i$) for learner $i$ is expressed in Formula (4-2).

$$E_i = (l_i, t_i, u_i, d_i, p_i, m_i); \quad (4-2)$$

Where, $l_i$: location (campus, car, train, road, classroom, home); $t_i$: time; $u_i$: upload speed by mobile device; $d_i$: download speed by mobile device; $p_i$: network type (GSM, 3G, IEEE802); $m_i$: mobile device type (PC, PDA, Smartphone, Mobile Phone).

For example, a learner access learning content by his GSM phone in the moving car at 10:30. The $E = \text{(car, 10:30, 6k, 24k, GSM, Phone)}$.

### 4.3. Content’s Item

Each learning content ($C$) contains many different items, such as a web page may contains text information, image, and audio, which is described in Formula (4-3).

$$C = (I_1, I_2, ..., I_n) \quad (4-3)$$

Where, $I_i$ is one item of the learning content ($C$); $n$ is total different item in the learning content.

Each item ($I_i$) of learning content has two vectors: feature vector of item and contextual feature vector of item, which is described in Formula (4-4).

$$I_i = (f_{vi}, cf_{vi}) \quad (4-4)$$

Where, $f_{vi}=(f_{i1}, f_{i2}, f_{i3}, ..., f_{in})$, each $f_{ij}$ in vector represents a feature value of item $i$; $cf_{vi}=(w_{i1}, w_{i2}, ..., w_{im})$, each $w_{ij}$ in vector represents a weight for each contextual data; $n$ is the total count of item features; $m$ is the total count of contextual data considered in system.

### 4.4. Learner’s Preference

Each learner’s preference ($P_i$) is described in a vector in Formula (4-5):

$$P_i = (w_{i1}, w_{i2}, ..., w_{in}) \quad (4-5)$$

Where, each $w_{ij}$ in vector represents a weight for each contextual data; $n$ is total count of contextual data related to learners.

### 4.5. Similarity Algorithm

In our research, we compute the similarity between two learners or two items in Dice Coefficient Similarity in Formula (4-6).

$$\text{Sim} \left( U_i, U_j \right) = \frac{2P(U_i \cup U_j)}{P(U_i) + P(U_j)} \quad (4-6)$$

$\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij}^2$  \quad (4-6)

Where, $U_i$ and $U_j$ are weights vector for learner or item at a learning state; $w_{ki}$ is the weight of one attribute; $n$ is length of vector.

## 5. Adaptation Algorithms

The adaptation and intelligent process contains three steps: adaptive contents recommendation, content negotiation, and content transforming. The algorithm is shown in Table 5-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5-1 Adaption Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Find the Top-M Neighbor Set by similarity algorithm between active user and other users’ preference and contextual data and histories;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Find the Top-K contents set from Top-M’s neighbors for active user at contextual data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Compute the similarity among Top-K and all contents and recommend Top-N contents for active user;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S = { s_{ij} }$, $i = K$, $j =$total number of Contents $R = { r_i }$, $r_i =$each $s \in S - R$, $r_i \in S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Negotiate the content accessed by learners and recommend the appreciate version for mobile user;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Transform contents into adaptive contents for user.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij}^2$$  \quad (4-6)
5.1. Adaptive Contents Recommendation

Adaptive contents recommendation contains three steps: find Top-M Neighbors Set (TNS) with active learner, recommend Top-K contents set (TCS) among TNS, and recommend Top-N contents set for active learner.

In algorithm TN and TK, the system should consider multidimensional data: device, learner preference, item, and contextual data, which increase the computing complexity. In our research, we only consider the mobile device type (at this moment, other features, such as image size, do not affect the adaptive process) during TN. So we combine $E_i$ and $P_i$ into $L_i = (E_i, P_i)$. Then we may use Formula (4-6) to cluster the learners. The same method is applied for TK.

As we know, it is difficult to recommend new item because they have a low reading rate. In order to resolve the new item question, the system re-computes the similarity among Top-K and other items. Last, the system may recommend Top-N contents R based on all items stored in server.

5.2. Content Negotiation

The negotiation algorithm is shown in Table 5-2. The system extracts the different parts from original content accessed by learner, such as TEXT, IMAGE, and AUDIO. Also, features of each item are indentified, $I_i = (f_i, c_i)$. Table 5-2 Content Negotiation Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Parse the contents into different parts, text, image, audio,…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C = {I_1 \cup I_2 \cup \ldots \cup I_n}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Get the features of each $I_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_i = (f_i, c_i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Create a Feature Finite State Machine (FFSM$_i$) for $I_i$, the initial state contains features about $I_i$, branches are constrained attribute and other state represents the constrained features FFSM$_i$ (stored in a XML file);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Stop if the FFSM$_i$ satisfies the constrained condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To $I_i$, we use feature finite state machine (FFSM$_i$) to negotiate the final constrained limitation. The model of FFSM is shown in Figure 5-1. $F$ is initial state and $F'$ is final state. Each directed edge represents a limited capability condition of mobile device, such as size limitation of image from state0 to state2. Another, contextual feature vector (cf$_i$) in $I_i$ is also considered by Formula (4-6). At last, the system may create a XML file for transcoding engine (an example for transcoding job shown in Figure 3-2).

Figure 5-1 FFSM Model for Negotiation

5.3. Transcoding Algorithm

The system adopts the FFMPEG and ImageMagick to transform the video & audio and image separately based on constrained features from request. To Standard Documents (PPT, DOC, PDF etc), we have developed an agent to extract contents (IMAGE+TEXT) for mobile learners.

The transcoding algorithm is shown in Table 5-3. For example, the transcoding command for example in Figure 3-2:

Table 5-3 Transcoding Method

```
get the constrained V features from XML if ( V of Item existed in pre-cached database )
pointer = XML file of pre-cached content;
else
switch(type of media)
case image: transform based on V;
case text: transform based on V;
case audio: transform based on V;
case video: transform based on V;
case document: transform based on V;
end switch
pointer = XML file of transformed content;
end if
```

6. Architecture Evaluation

A Mobile Mathematics Tutoring (MoMT) system has
been developed for primary students based on the system architecture above. It supports mathematics learning with mobile devices at any time and any place. MoMT analyzes learner context and provides customized tutoring based on the learner’s knowledge. In Figure 6-1, Figure A is an example for general tutoring and Figure B is an advanced tutoring for high level student.

Thus, MoMT combines text messages with photos and video/audio to foster rich contexts for discussion. The Figure 6-2 shows one image taken by Sharp 705H phone (480x640) on a smart phone.

### 6.1. Device Context Awareness

We have tested among mobile phone, PDA, smart phone, iPod, and simulator. Of course, we also test some devices not included in the device repository. The result is shown in Table 6-1. The system can detect the attribute values based on the need of MoMT from PDA, smart phone, iPod, and simulator. But we may not detect the features from mobile phone at some times. At this situation, we replace the capabilities by a similar device. The Figure 6-3 shows the detecting results based on algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total Count</th>
<th>Screen size</th>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Image format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Phone</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Phone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPod</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learners may send questions (including text message, photos and video/audio captured by cameras or recorders embedded in mobile device) by mobile email or mms to participate the discussion in mobile device.

### 6.2. Transcoding Performance Measurement

Transcoding engine is responsible for transforming
the learning contents into suitable format for mobile device. In this paper, we present the image transcoding based on context awareness in MoMT.

The Table 6-2 shows the data size of original and transformed image with different screen size and network speed. The system can transcode the image into adaptive image for mobile learner. The Figure 6-4 shows the results of image transcoding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Screen Size</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O*</td>
<td>600x390</td>
<td>16777216</td>
<td>18,580</td>
<td>100M</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_1**</td>
<td>240x320</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>8,046</td>
<td>54M</td>
<td>43.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_2**</td>
<td>240x320</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>8,046</td>
<td>11M</td>
<td>43.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_1***</td>
<td>240x320</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>4,877</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>26.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_2***</td>
<td>240x320</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>1,236</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>6.65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* O: Original Image on PC
** D: Dell PDA x50v
*** S: Sharp 507SH

Table 6-2 Image Transcoding

6.3 Learning Efficiency

In order to evaluate the learning efficiency of adaptive contents to learners, we choose 10 primary learners (similar level) to attend the experiment. We divide them into two groups: Mobile (M) and Textbook (T). The group M, including 5 learners, reviews the mathematics by textbook and MoMT, and the other group T only uses the textbook for review after class. The test contents are the two-digit multiplications and are completed in two days. We request the members in group M use the MoMT over 30 minutes. After the test, we summarize the result shown in Table 6-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-3 Learning Result

Group M review by Mobile and Textbook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* T1: Learning Time in MoMT
* T2: Learning Time in Textbook
* T3: Test Time

The mean score, score variance, and mean time of total learning and test are shown in Figure 6-5. From the Figure 6-5, we can know that learners in group M may get a better score than those in group T. We also know that the system may improve the learning interest (more 10 minutes) by the personalized learning system.

Figure 6-4 Ratio & Data Size of Image

Figure 6-5 Learning Efficiency
Another, we have checked the answers from test papers. We found that some quicker, easier ways were adopted by learners in group M. This is why they complete the test earlier. Also, the attendees did a questionnaire about the MoMT. The results show that the learners feel convenient and easy to use when they need help.

7. Conclusions & Future Works

In order to resolve the diversity of learning contents and mobile device, this paper proposed adaptive and personalized system architecture for ubiquitous learning environment. Also, new items are also recommended based on clustering technology and Top-K technologies. Last, adaptive contents are created for learners based on learners’ experience and device capabilities.

In future, we plan to run the system on real e-learning system to evaluate the features in ubiquitous learning environment. Also, some more contextual information will be tested on system to make it more consistent with learners’ experience.
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